The ability to generate single photons is not only an ubiquitous tool for scientific exploration with applications ranging from spectroscopy and metrology 1,2 to quantum computing 3 , but also an important proof of the underlying quantum nature of a physical process 4 . In the microwave regime, emission of anti-bunched radiation has so far relied on coherent control of Josephson qubits 5-9 , where precisely calibrated microwave pulses are needed and the achievable bandwidth is limited by the anharmonicity of the qubit. Here, we demonstrate the operation of a bright on-demand source of quantum microwave radiation capable of emitting anti-bunched light from inelastic Cooper pair tunneling. Our source does not require external microwave signals and can be triggered. Its rate is tunable in situ and exceeds values obtained with current microwave single photon sources by more than one order of magnitude.
Josephson photonics has recently emerged as a way to directly generate and manipulate microwave frequency signals at millikelvin temperatures without the need for complicated radio-frequency control drives [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . It relies on the phenomenon of inelastic Cooper pair tunneling where a DC voltage-biased Josephson tunnel junction can admit a finite direct current, even if the applied bias voltage is smaller than its gap voltage 18 . Even though it is impossible for Cooper pairs to tunnel elastically in this regime, they can tunnel inelastically while dissipating their surplus energy into the electromagnetic environment of the junction. The resulting excitations are photons at microwave frequencies 19, 20 . This effect can be harnessed and the properties of the emitted radiation can be controlled by presenting the junction with a specifically tailored impedance environment.
When a Josephson junction is biased at a finite DC voltage V b , a Cooper pair of charge 2e can tunnel through the junction from one condensate to the other only if it can somehow release the energy difference 2eV b . The electromagnetic environment of the junction can absorb this energy from the tunneling Cooper pair in the form of photons in one or several of its modes. This energy transfer is possible when hν J = i n i hf i , where ν J = 2eV b /h is the Josephson frequency and n i is the number of photons emitted into a given mode of frequency f i . The power spectral density in units of photons of the radiation emitted at frequency f is then given by the expression 20 :
Here, I c is the critical current of the junction and P (E) is the probability density for a tunneling Cooper pair to exchange an energy E with the environment 18, 21 . It is directly proportional to the Cooper pair tunneling rate Γ:
16e 2 hP (hν J ).
While early experiments focused on the charge tunneling rate Γ 19, [22] [23] [24] , recent advances in low-noise highfrequency measurements have made it possible to investigate the photonic side of this energy transfer [15] [16] [17] 20, 25 . However, in all previous implementations the tunneling events were happening either independently 19, 20 or through stimulated emission [15] [16] [17] , in both cases leading to Poisson statistics. In the present work, we have modified the electromagnetic environment of the junction such that one tunneling event necessarily acts back onto the next one in order to create anti-correlations in the Cooper-pair current leading to anti-bunching in the photon emission.
A schematic circuit-diagram of our sample is shown in the bottom part of Fig. 1a . In addition to the cascaded transmission line resonator (shown in blue), present in earlier experiments 20 , a parallel RC-element (red), with resistance R and capacitance C, is part of the impedance seen by the junction. As R is chosen to be much larger than R Q = h/(4e 2 ) (the superconducting resistance quantum) a tunneling Cooper-pair has to charge the island formed between capacitor and junction on timescales shorter than RC. To emit a photon, the voltage bias V b has to be chosen such that hν J = hf 0 + E C , where E C = (2e) 2 /2C is the charging energy of the island and f 0 is the resonator frequency (see Fig. 1e ). The charging energy necessary to add another Cooper-pair to the island immediately after a first tunneling event is (2 · 2e) 2 /2C − (2e) 2 /2C = 3E C . As depicted in Fig. 1f , this makes the voltage bias insufficient for further tunneling. Only after a time RC, when the island is discharged, Photons escape from the resonator through an on-chip bias-tee and beamsplitter to the acquisition channels. Each channel contains an RF switch for calibration (marked "cal") and a filter and isolators to protect from amplifier noise. After further room-temperature amplification, the signals are down converted and digitized. Power spectral density (PSD) and the photon correlation functions G (1) and G (2) are calculated numerically. Both a voltage and a flux bias can be applied to the SQUID through a filtered cold voltage divider and an on-chip fast flux line respectively. The latter has a parasitic inductance Lp that is taken into account in our circuit model. b, Optical image overview of the entire sample as indicated in the framed part of panel a. The SQUID connects to a transmission line resonator, followed by an on-chip bias tee and beamsplitter (for details see Supplementary Information) branching out into two high frequency (RF) outputs, and a DC input. c, Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the SQUID (inside the small green frame) and RC-circuit (red). d, SEM of the SQUID loop consisting of two vertical NbN-MgO-NbN Josephson junctions. The fast flux line is visible on three sides. Where it is underneath the main circuit, it implements the parallel plate capacitor of the RC. e, Schematic depiction of the Cooper-pair density of states in the superconductors on either side of the insulating layer of the voltage-biased SQUID. The choice of voltage bias (2eV b = hf0 +EC) is such that tunneling with simultaneous photon emission is possible when the capacitor is not already charged. f, Immediately after a tunneling event the energy necessary to charge the capacitor with another Cooper pair is 3EC so that 2eV b < hf0 + 3EC. This blocks further tunneling for a time ≈ RC. a second Cooper pair can tunnel. A perturbative treatment in powers of the critical current 26 predicts the resulting anti-bunching in the photon emission to remain stable for a wide range of temperatures below E C /k B .
The main element of our sample is a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) made of two parallel 0.02 µm 2 NbN-MgO-NbN Josephson junctions 27 (see Fig. 1d ) acting as an effective flux-tunable Josephson junction. We use a fast flux line to adjust its critical current and thus the tunneling rate in situ. One side of the SQUID is connected to a transmission-line quarterwave resonator designed to have modes at frequencies f i = (2i + 1)f 0 , with f 0 = 6 GHz. This is followed by an on-chip bias tee and beam-splitter (see Fig. 1a , b and Supplementary Information). The other side of the SQUID is grounded through a parallel RC-circuit formed by a chromium resistor (see Supplementary Information) and a parallel plate capacitor with a 500 nm Si 3 N 4 dielectric, implemented in the same fabrication process used to make the vertical Josephson junctions (see Fig. 1c, d ).
The sample is mounted on the base-stage of a dilution refrigerator at 15 mK and a voltage bias is applied via a filtered 25 Ω : 10 MΩ voltage divider (see Fig. 1a ). Either RF output port of the sample is connected to an RF multi-port switch, used for calibration of gain and noise of our measurement chain (see Supplementary Information), followed by a filter and three isolators (one shown) at base temperature. The signal is then amplified by a low-noise HEMT amplifier at 4 K followed by several stages of room-temperature amplifiers. Both measurement chains operate between 4 GHz and 8 GHz and are then mixed down in frequency into the sampling window of two analog-to-digital converters with a sampling rate of 2 GHz. Then, the time-resolved auto-and cross-correlations (G (1) , G (2) ) as well as the power spectral density (PSD) are extracted and calibrated numerically 14, 28, 29 (see Supplementary Information for details) The latter can be divided by the energy of a photon at the measured frequency hf . The result is a PSD in units of photons corresponding to the quantity computed by Eq. 1.
We first characterize the microwave radiation emitted by the device via its PSD. In order to extract the device parameters we focus in Fig. 2a on emission around full frustration of the SQUID (Φ ≈ 0.5 h 2e ). Here the Cooper pair tunneling rate is so weak that tunneling events can be considered independent and Eqs. (1) and (2) are valid 18 . The peak of photon emission is centered at ν J = 7.5 GHz and f = f 0 = 6 GHz. The difference between the energy hν J provided by a tunneling Cooper pair and the energy hf of the detected photons corresponds to the charging energy E C ≈ h × 1.5 GHz of the RC-circuit and allows us to extract C ≈ 51 fF.
By integration of the data in Fig. 2a over ν J we can extract the shape of the real part of the resonator impedance shown in Fig. 2b with blue dots: Up to a scaling factor, the integrated PSD is directly proportional to the real part of the resonator impedance. By analyzing the full power spectral density in Fig. 2a we are able to extract the missing scaling factor, the P (E) function of our device and the effective temperature of the low-frequency electromagnetic environment (see Supplementary Information).
To verify the accuracy of our electrical model presented in Fig. 1a , we fit it to the PSD in Fig. 2a using R ≈ 32.1 kΩ extracted from an independent DC measurement (see Supplementary Information). The solid green line in Fig. 2b is the result of this fit with C = 53 fF, L p = 53 pH, f 0 = 6 GHz, Z 0 = 110 Ω, Z 1 = 22 Ω, I c = 0.85 nA and T = 21 mK. The fitted curve has a full width at half maximum of 575 MHz and is in good agreement with the measured data, apart from impedance modulations with a periodicity of ≈ 200 MHz, corresponding to standing waves in the cable between the microwave calibration switch and the sample, which are not included in our model.
In Fig. 2c we now explore the behavior of the device when the critical current is increased to values relevant for operation, where Cooper pair tunneling events cannot be considered independent any more. To do so, we measure the power spectral density around its maximal value at f 0 and tune the critical current of the SQUID via the flux bias Φ.
Close to full frustration (Φ = ±0.5Φ 0 ) the brightest feature appears around ν J = 7.5 GHz corresponding to the desired process. Slightly further from frustration additional features appear at ν J = 13.5 GHz. They originate from the emission of two photons per tunneling Cooper pair into mode f 0 . When the frustration is completely removed another feature becomes visible at ν J = 25.5 GHz. It corresponds to processes where one Cooper pair emits one photon into mode f 0 and one into mode f 1 ≈ 3f 0 .
Strikingly the processes at 7.5 GHz and 13.5 GHz disappear around Φ = 0 where one would expect the rates to be highest. We instead observe a dark zone around Φ = 0 delimited by a dotted parabola. In this region the critical current is high enough for the SQUID to get trapped in a Bloch oscillation regime [30] [31] [32] , equivalent to the zero-voltage state of larger Josephson junctions. In this state the voltage drops mostly over the RC-element, decreasing the voltage difference across the SQUID below the threshold for photon emission at f 0 . This interpretation is confirmed by an independent measurement of the resonator frequency showing flux-tunability in the region delimited by the dotted line (see Supplementary Information).
With the static device parameters at hand, and having reached a good qualitative understanding of the tunable parameter space, we now focus on the key question of this letter and investigate the statistics of the radiation emitted by the device. To do so, we measure its normalized second-order correlation function g (2) (t, τ ) given by
.
In the above expression, G (2) (t, τ ) is the unnormalized second-order correlation function dependent on a reference time t and on the time delay τ , defined as:
The operatorsâ out andâ † out are the annihilation and creation operators of the outgoing field in the transmission line. In this normal ordered expression they are proportional to the resonator raising and lowering operators because the field leaking into the resonator is in the vacuum state at the temperature of our experiment (k B T hf 0 ). The denominator of the right-hand side of equation (3) is a normalization factor dependent on the first-order correlation function
G (1) (t, 0) gives the photon emission rate of our device. In the absence of a well defined time reference an average over t is performed on G (1) (t, τ ) and
(1) (τ ) and g (2) (τ ) 33 . Fig . 3a shows the total photon emission rate G (1) (0) of our sample in a region around the one-photon peak visible in Fig. 2c . It is measured by integrating the PSD over frequency between 4.22 GHz and 8 GHz. We have evaluated g (2) (τ ) at different points along two lines of constant (flux/voltage) bias as indicated by (cross/plus) symbols. In order to improve the signal to noise ratio and limit measurement times, g (2) (τ ) is measured with a reduced bandwidth closely matching the resonator width (see Supplementary Information). Fig. 3b shows the flux dependence of the second order correlation function at a voltage bias corresponding to ν J = 7.4 GHz for the values indicated by + symbols in Fig. 3a . Close to full frustration the g (2) (τ ) function shows a marked dip down to approximately 0.5 at τ = 0 and is close to the expected value of 1 elsewhere, indicating that our sample indeed produces strongly antibunched photons. As we approach lower flux biases to increase the critical current, the sharp dip close to τ = 0 remains, but a broad bunching peak develops around it. We attribute this broad peak to random jumps between the bright voltage state of the junction and the dark zerovoltage state as we approach the dark region discussed above. This is consistent with the reduction in emission rate towards the lower left corner of Fig. 3a . The width of the bunching peak then indicates the correlation time for the sample to stay in the bright region. The persistence of the sharp dip at τ = 0 demonstrates that the intended blocking mechanism remains functional, despite this blinking effect.
We now investigate how sensitive the anti-bunching signature is to precise adjustment of the bias voltage. For this we chose the flux bias where we achieve the highest photon rate while bunching due to jumps to the dark region remains negligible: Φ ≈ 0.462 Φ 0 . Fig. 3c shows the g (2) (τ ) curves obtained for different voltage biases, as indicated by × symbols in Fig. 3a .
When biased above 8 GHz, our sample emits bunched light (g (2) (0) > 1). This bunching effect is easily understood from the energy diagrams in Fig. 1e , f: Even though the bias voltage is too high for the resonance condition of Fig. 1e to be fulfilled, a finite probability for such an event remains. When a first Cooper pair does tunnel, the RC-circuit is charged and a second one can more easily follow leading to two photon emissions in rapid succession. As the bias decreases, so does the value of the second order correlation function until we reach g (2) (0) ≈ 0.5 ± 0.1. The fact that the lowest value of g (2) (0) is reached below the maximum of the peak is expected: residual double emission events can be caused by thermal fluctuations of the bias voltage which are less harmful at lower voltages.
The blue dotted curve is taken at the maximum emission rate of 77 MHz (ν J = 7.4 GHz) along this cut. At this point we measure g (2) (0) ≈ 0.65 ± 0.06. We conclude that anti-bunching is robust as long as the bias voltage is kept at the nominal resonant value or below, but is rapidly transformed into bunching above the nominal bias voltage.
The solid lines in Fig. 3c are numerical calculations up to 4th order in the critical current 26, 34 using the electrical model of Fig. 1 with the parameters extracted from Fig. 2a as well as the measurement bandwidth and an effective temperature of T eff = 40 mK. This simulation reproduces well the observed anti-bunching signatures at the lowest bias voltages, including bumps in g (2) at approximately 2 ns but fails to fully explain the bunching signatures for the highest bias voltages. In addition, T eff used here to reproduce the data is significantly higher than the temperature extracted from the data in Fig. 2a close to full frustration and at low bias voltage. This discrepancy could indicate that the RC heats up more than expected at the higher photon fluxes and higher voltages used here. Another explanation could be that correlations between more than two Cooper pairs are relevant and that calculations have to be performed up to higher order in the critical current. Both effects change with ν J and could explain the mismatch in the bunching signatures at higher ν J .
In the free-running mode the latching to the dark region causes blinking and prevents us from reaching higher emission rates. However, as we now show, it allows us to produce photons on demand through the flux-pulsing scheme indicated in gray on Fig. 2c . For this the voltage bias is set to its nominal value (ν J = 7.4 GHz). We start out at a flux bias well in the dark region (left gray dot), where no photon emission occurs in the stationary regime. We then apply a flux pulse which frustrates the SQUID (right gray dot), allowing it to reset to the voltage branch. At this bias point photon emission is unlikely because the SQUID is frustrated. Returning to the initial point in the dark region, removes the frustration and allows a photon to be emitted (and the capacitor to be charged). If at the time of photon-emission the flux bias is already deep in the dark region, the system is trapped in the dark state after photon emission and at most one photon is emitted per cycle. Fig. 4 shows the data obtained, when Gaussian flux bias pulses with FWHM of 1.5 ns are applied every 6 ns. Different pulse durations (within a factor 2) and lower repetition rates do not affect the results significantly. Higher repetition rates, however, cause photon pulses to overlap.
In Fig. 4a we explore the photon emission rate G (1) (t, 0) as a function of time t with respect to the pulse. We observe that the emission event happens during a well-defined time span. One averaged measurement yields the values marked by blue dots, which are separated by the sampling period of 1 ns of our measurement. By shifting the time delay between pulse-generation and the beginning of the sampling window, the photon emission rate can be resolved below the sampling period yielding the orange curve in Fig. 4a . The reference t = 0 is chosen at an arbitrary point close to the maximum of the emission rate and matches the time at which the measurement in Fig. 4c was taken. The width of this peak is due to a combination of the uncertainty in the photon generation time (jitter) and the resonator decay time. (0, τ ) c Figure 4 . Flux-pulsed on-demand operation a, Photon emission rate as a function of time. Blue dots are the rates acquired during one averaged measurement, the orange line is obtained by repeating the measurement with different time delays of the flux-pulse. The origin in time is arbitrary and corresponds to the value of t chosen for panels b) and c), while the shape of the peak is slightly skewed to the right due to the finite time the photon spends in the resonator. b, First order correlation function at t = 0, as a function of the time delay τ . As the actual time of emission is slightly after t = 0, the peak is centered at slightly positive τ . c, Second order correlation function at t = 0, as a function of the time delay τ . The green dots correspond to the unnormalized second order correlation function (right ordinate) and display periodic peaks with the time interval of the applied flux pulse τ = ±n × 6 ns, n ∈ N * (the line is a guide for the eye). The normalized correlation function (left ordinate) is plotted as blue dots. It is only computed where the normalization factor, given by the emission rate, is significant. At τ = 0 we measure anti-bunching of g (2) (0) ≈ 0.43 ± 0.08.
The complementary measurement of G (1) (0, τ ) is shown in Fig. 4b . It characterizes the first order coherence of the source. The width of the peak is very close to the peak in G (1) (t, 0) in Fig. 4a , indicating that the broadening of G (1) (t, 0) is not dominated by jitter and that photons generated by our source are likely to be indistinguishable. Also note that G (1) (0, 6 ns) ≈ 0, indicating that there is no coherence between successive photons as expected for single photons.
This picture is reversed in the second-order correlation function shown in Fig. 4c . In the unnormalized second order correlation function G (2) (0, τ ) peaks appear every 6 ns, equal to the period of the applied flux-pulse, proving the on-demand aspect of our source. Note that the peak at τ = 0 is significantly lower than the others, indicating the anti-bunched character of the emitted radiation.
In order to quantify the anti-bunching we compute the normalized second order correlation function (blue dots) according to equation (3) . This is only possible at times with high enough emission rate G (1) (0 + τ, 0), in order to avoid divergence of the associated errors coming from the normalization factor in Eq. 3. For time-differences τ = n × 6 ns with n = 0, we obtain g (2) ≈ 1, indicating that photons from two different pulses are independent. At zero time-delay, however, g (2) (0, 0) = 0.43 ± 0.08: the photons are strongly anti-bunched, in agreement with the mechanism presented in Fig. 1e , f.
We achieve here stronger anti-bunching than in the free-running case, likely because the pulsing scheme allows us to apply slightly lower bias voltages while still maintaining good quantum efficiency and photon flux (0.21 photons per pulse). We attribute the residual g (2) (0, 0) mainly to the low charging energy of our RCcircuit and its relatively low time constant (RC = 1.68 ns), only slightly larger than the decay time of the resonator τ = 0.28 ns. In addition, a parasitic coupling between the flux bias and the RC-circuit, described by the parasitic inductance L p in Fig. 1a , causes the flux pulse to modulate the voltage across the junction. The dashed gray line in Fig. 2c indicates the expected trajectory in parameter space. This trajectory is not optimized and modification of the coupling or application of simultaneous voltage and flux pulses could lead to better anti-bunching.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that strongly anti-bunched microwave radiation can be produced from inelastic Cooper pair tunneling. By modulating the effective critical current of the SQUID, using fast flux pulses and locking to a dark state after photon emission, we can produce anti-bunched photons on-demand at very high rates. Improvements of the device, such as increasing the charging energy and the RC time, or replacing the RC-circuit by a high impedance resonant mode, should allow for significant improvements of anti-bunching and quantum efficiency in a future iteration of the device. We expect that it can be optimized to be an on-demand single photon source with near unity quantum efficiency. Such a source could then be used for quantum metrology, quantum computation with propagating photons or for quantum measurements in cases where the shot noise of coherent light needs to be avoided.
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Supplementary Information

I. SAMPLE FABRICATION
The samples are fabricated in a multi-layered fabrication process on a Si(500 µm):SiO 2 (500 nm) substrate. We first sputter an MgO(20 nm) buffer layer and an NbN(80 nm)-MgO(4 nm)-NbN(200 nm) tri-layer, into which we subsequently etch steps defined by a combined optical (OL) and electron-beam lithography (EBL) process, allowing us to simultaneously define small features (Josephson junctions) and large features (coplanar waveguides) on a 4 inch wafer. After this, a 500 nm thick dielectric layer (Si 3 N 4 ) is deposited conformally by CVD and then, following an OL step, etched directionally to leave spacers passivating the tri-layer sidewalls. A counter electrode NbN layer (300 nm) is then deposited and, after another combined OL and EBL step, etched where needed to define junctions. More details on this process and an in-depth characterization of the fabricated junctions and the different superconducting thin films can be found in reference 27 . On the device at hand the SQUID is formed by two 0.02 µm 2 Josephson junctions and has a total room temperature resistance of ≈ 230 kΩ. The gap voltage extracted from a measurement of the current-voltage characteristic (not shown) is V gap = 4.8 mV.
The Si 3 N 4 layer serves as the dielectric in a parallel plate capacitor between the tri-layer and the counter-electrode, which implements the capacitive part of the RC-element. It is visible in Fig. 1c and d . The top NbN electrode passes over the grounded flux-bias line (implemented using the tri-layer) and contacts the chromium resistor on the other side.
The resistive part of the RC is fabricated using chromium, which was chosen for its relatively high resistivity allowing us to limit stray capacitances by keeping the resistor short. It is implemented in a final fabrication step directly on the MgO buffer layer in an area where all other layers have been etched away. For reasons detailed in Sec. II C this element alternates thin resistive lines (15 nm) with much thicker cooling pads (100 nm). Both are deposited in the same fabrication step by using angle evaporation and liftoff. An EBL step (ZENON-ZEP520A and AR-300-70) defines 300 nm wide trenches connecting bigger rectangles (see Fig. 1c and Fig. 5 ). The thin lines are deposited by evaporating perpendicularly to the wafer plane into the narrow trenches. Afterwards, the direction of evaporation is tilted so that its angle with respect to the plane of the wafer is 35
• and the angle between its projection onto the plane of the wafer and the trenches is 90
• . In this orientation 174 nm of chromium (vertical thickness: ≈ 100 nm) are deposited. Since the resist layer is > 300 nm thick, the Cr from this evaporation step does not go to the bottom of the trenches and is removed during lift-off. 
II. SAMPLE DESIGN A. Coplanar waveguides
The basic coplanar waveguide (CPW) structures (center conductor and ground planes) are defined in the first optical lithography step and etched into the tri-layer. We fabricate ground-bridges over the CPWs by opening up vias through the Si 3 N 4 above the ground planes on either side of the center conductor and connecting them with the counter-electrode NbN-layer deposited in a later fabrication step (Fig. 6) .
In order to determine the required geometries for CPWs of different characteristic impedances we used a Pythonbased finite surface element simulation program to compute capacitance and inductance per unit length. We took into account the kinetic inductance of the different NbN thin films, which we estimated from independent measurements 14, 27 . It is necessary to correct for the presence of the ground-bridges, since the capacitance to ground of these sections is greatly enhanced. We performed a separate simulation for this specific geometry and then averaged the two types over the length of the line using effective widths for the bridges that take into account their lateral capacitance. This was done by approximating them to microstriplines across the central conductor and comparing the resulting capacitance to that of a parallel plate capacitor. Table I shows the main parameters for different types of CPW elements used in this sample. Figure 6 . SEM micrograph of a coplanar waveguide with ground bridges connecting the ground planes on either side of the inner conductor. The squares on the surrounding ground planes are regions where the counter-electrode NbN layer has been etched away to create flux traps and prevent macro-loading effects during dry-etching. Table I . Some relevant parameters of the CPW geometries used in this work including the characteristic impedance (Z0), the capacitance (C) and inductance (L) per unit length and the percentage of the total inductance due to kinetic inductance (L kin ). S is the width of the center conductor and W is the width of the gap separating the center conductor from the ground plane on either side. The ground bridges have a cross-sectional width of 2 µm and the distance between the centers of two consecutive bridges along the CPW is given by d bridge .
B. On-chip beamsplitter and bias tee
A key element of the device is a 4 port on-chip network of quarter-wave CPW segments fulfilling multiple purposes. It acts as a 50/50 beamsplitter presenting two equal cascaded λ/4 resonators (each coupled to its own output port) to the SQUID, while isolating the ports from each other. Additionally, it plays the role of a bias tee allowing to connect a DC bias port to the SQUID, while decoupling it at high frequencies. Figure 7 gives a schematic representation of the device and Fig. 8 shows an optical micrograph of its central area. On the drawing, each port is assigned a number to facilitate indexing for the quantitative analysis below. The different ports are also indicated in Fig. 1a and b . Intuitively, the working principle of the device can be understood by considering separately what happens at the resonance frequency f 0 of the λ/4 segments and at zero frequency. In the latter case, the only port connected to the junction is the DC bias port, while the RF ports are grounded (Fig. 7b) . In contrast to that, at f 0 the open end of the stub at A transforms to a short at B and to an open again at C. This means that the RF ports and the SQUID are isolated from the DC port and that the impedance seen by the SQUID will be dominated by the RF ports. At the same time, this acts as a filter reflecting noise leaking down the DC measurement setup.
The double lines on either side can be seen as two capacitively coupled CPWs of impedance Z 0 < 145 Ω. Then, the line terminated in an open forms a stepped λ/4 resonator with the 146 Ω section next to the SQUID. Due to the symmetry of the impedance, a photon has a 50 % probability to be emitted either left or right. The resonators capacitively couple to the RF ports through the other inner conductor letting the signal leak out towards the measurement setup. A quantitative prediction of the device parameters was done using a Python-based simulation program for linear Figure 7 . a, Schematic of the on-chip bias tee and beamsplitter. Each simple purple line represents a CPW. The twin lines stand for a CPW with a double inner conductor. Characteristic impedances, ports and λ/4 segments are indicated. The SQUID is marked by a cross and is grounded through the RC-circuit. b, Schematic at low frequency. The two RF ports are grounded and the SQUID is directly connected to the DC bias port. c, Schematic at resonance frequency. The RF ports are connected to the SQUID and the DC port is grounded.
networks to compute the frequency dependent response of the device. The simulator has been written in our group and computes the admittance matrix of a network defined by nodes, ports and circuit elements connecting them. The latter can be either lumped elements, regular transmission lines or multi-conductor transmission lines as the ones used in the beamsplitter. Parameters such as the mutual capacitance between inner conductors are calculated with the finite surface element simulator mentioned before. Quantities of interest are the isolation between the DC and the RF ports and the filtering of high frequency signals coming down the DC bias line (Fig. 9) . We perform this analysis in terms of the amplitudes of the device S-parameters using the definition S ij = 20 log(|V We first focus on the reflection of incoming signals at the DC port S 11 (solid blue line) in Fig. 9 . It is almost unity over a wide frequency range of several GHz around resonance, meaning that high frequency noise coming down the DC bias line is reflected before reaching the sample. The solid green and dotted red lines show the transmission parameters between the RF ports and the DC port. Isolation is good (S 1i < −20 dB over a span of ≈ 1 GHz) and becomes excellent around resonance. Fig. 10 gives an overview of the different S-parameters concerning the RF ports. The abscissa was chosen corresponding to the frequency range of our cold amplifiers and circulators. Both, the reflection of incoming signals at the ports (S 33 , solid blue line), and the transmission between the two ports (S 32 and S 23 , solid green and dotted red lines) exhibit the behavior of a bandstop filter with a bandwidth corresponding to the full width at half maximum of the resonant structure ≈ 575 MHz (see also Fig. 2b ). 
C. Heating and cooling effects in the resistor
The resistor connects to superconducting leads on both sides (SQUID and ground) but most of its surface is deposited directly on the MgO buffer layer in order to facilitate thermalization. Electron phonon coupling in the thick pads between the resistive lines helps to cool the electron temperature of the resistor below the smallest energy scale in the system, which is the charging energy of the capacitor (E C /k B = 2e 2 /(k B C) ≈ 70 mK). This approach is based on the following assumptions:
1. The Joule heating in the resistor can be estimated using the average current given by the RC time. For a sample with 32.1 kΩ and 50 fF the RC time is ≈ 1.6 ns and the resulting current is I = 2e/RC ≈ 0.2 nA. This leads to a Joule heating power of I 2 R ≈ 1.2 fW. We also assume the film temperature to be constant in time. This is the case, because the fluctuations in current on the timescale of RC are averaged out by the heat capacity of the electrons. The electronic heat capacity of a metal of volume V and conduction electron density n at a temperature T is 35 : 2. The second assumption is that the Kapitza thermal resistance originating from the coupling of the phonon populations across the boundaries between the different layers of our substrate (Si(500 µm):SiO 2 (500 nm):MgO(20 nm)) and the chromium pads is negligible. Following the reasoning of 36 we consider that a thin film cannot have an independent phonon population if its thickness is inferior to the wavelength of the most energetic phonons at a given temperature. Assuming that the Si base of the substrate is well thermalized with the copper sample holder, the combined thickness of the remaining films is d = 620 nm. For T T D = 460 K, where T D is the Debye temperature in Cr 35 , only acoustic phonons are relevant, which have an energy E ph = hv c /λ = k B T . Here v c = 5.9 × 10 3 m s −1 is the speed of sound in chromium 37 . We make the above condition more stringent by requiring that even quarter-wave resonances can be excluded. The minimum temperature needed to excite phonons of λ/4 = d is ≈ 114 mK, a value clearly larger than the base temperature of our dilution refrigerator (15 mK).
3. Finally, we assume that there is no heat diffusion from the resistor into the superconducting contacts. This is justified by the large gap of NbN (T c ≈ 15 K). Thermal electrons are far below the gap and the entire dissipated power has to be evacuated through electron-phonon coupling in the cooling pads.
The electron temperature of a resistor with volume V , taking into account Joule heating and coupling to a phonon bath of temperature T ph , is given by 36, 38 :
The electron phonon coupling constant Σ has values around 2 × 10 9 W m −3 K −5 for most metals 38 . To work with a lower bound we will consider it to be 0.2 × 10 9 W m −3 K −5 in our case 39 . The resistor has 12 cooling pads connected by 12 thin resistive line of length 20 µm and width 0.3 µm each. In the absence of cooling pads and for T ph = 15 mK the electron temperature of the wire would be ≈ 89 mK. Taking into account the additional volume of the pads the average electron temperature of the entire structure is ≈ 20 mK. While the most of the heating occurs in the lines, most of the cooling happens in the pads. In spite of this acceptable average T e , the local electron temperature in the resistive lines could still be too high. Due to their small volume, electron-phonon coupling in the lines is negligible and they are in the hot electron interaction limit 40 . The temperature profile along the wire in the normalized coordinate x is then given by 38 :
The resulting temperature curve is very flat, with a difference between the T e on the borders (electron temperature of the pads) and the maximum in the middle of the wire of less than 1 %.
III. EXTRACTION OF THE CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
A. Cross correlation measurements
Following the argumentation presented in 28, 29 we combine quadrature measurements from the two different measurement channels to compute the correlation functions of the field emitted by our sample while rejecting contributions arising from amplifier noise. Here, we give a brief overview of the guiding principle behind this approach using a very general noise model to show that unwanted residual noise can be subtracted during data treatment through combinations of simple "On/Off" measurements.
Noise model of the measurement chain
The entire measurement process with different noise sources from the output of the sample to the quadrature measurement is summarized in Fig. 11 and contains the following steps:
1. Using input-output theory the field leaking out of the resonator is given by 4 :
Where γ is the inverse resonator lifetime. At low enough temperatures (k B T hf ) the input fieldb in can be considered in the vacuum state and will drop out in all normally ordered expectation values 28 . Consequently, we take the output field to be directly proportional to the field in the resonator for this measurement. The constant of proportionality factorizes and simplifies in all normalized correlation functions and for the remainder of this discussion we will considerb to be the output of our sample.
2. The beamsplitter necessarily mixes the field with another modeĥ BS in order for its two outputs to commute 41 . This mode can be taken to be in the vacuum state or treated as a noise source. Since our beamsplitter does not have an apparent fourth port we will keep its description as general as possible including the possibility of correlation with noise leaking down from the amplification stage. It is reasonable, however, to take it as independent from the signal produced by our sample so that [b,ĥ † bs ] = 0 and bĥ † bs = b ĥ † bs = 0. The latter relation also supposes that either the noise or the signal are not coherent. In our case, this is true for both, since the light source discussed here has no phase reference. The field operatorsĉ andd, after the splitter, have the usual form:ĉ
3. In the next step the signal is amplified, which adds more noise to it. With the power gains g c and g d and the noise modesĥ c,amp andĥ d,amp , we can write the amplified signals on either chain as 42 :
We take the noise on the amplifiers to be independent from their inputs giving [ĉ,ĥ † 4. Lastly, quadrature measurements are performed on both outputs. This introduces additional noise in order to obtain two commuting modes, where one quadrature is measured on each. One can define a complex envelope from the two quadratures, which is proportional to the input field and a noise mode 28 :
These complex envelope operators are defined from the classical outputs of the quadrature measurements and fulfill the equality Ŝ i (t) = S i (t) , where S i (t) = X i (t) + iP i (t) is a complex number. The modesĥ i,IQ (t) commute with the amplified fields and all the other modes except for the usual relation [ĥ i,IQ (t),ĥ † j,IQ (t + τ )] = δ(τ )δ i,j . They can also have non-vanishing correlations.
The noise terms intervening after the first beamsplitter can be condensed into one modeĥ i per channel i. Even though the noise from mixing will most likely be negligible compared to the amplifier noise in a experimental setup, we keep it here for the sake of completeness.
This operator still respects the commutation relations [ĥ † i (t),ĥ j (t + τ )] = δ(τ )δ i,j and the operatorsŜ i take the form:Ŝ
Here the fieldsî are directly the outputsĉ andd of the beamsplitter.
Correlations between complex envelopes
The complex amplitudes contain the original fieldâ and can be combined in different ways to contain the correlation function G (1) . If we were just using one measurement channel (e.g.ĉ) the only option would be:
The last equality is derived after some calculation taking into account the noise model described above (see: reference 14 App. C). The first term in the last line is the desired correlation function, the second term corresponds to the summed direct correlations of all noise sources on this channel and the last term originates comes the fact that we are measuring only on one output mode of the beamsplitter. It comes from the commutator [ĉ(t),ĉ † (t + τ )] = δ(τ ) and can be seen as the contribution of the vacuum fluctuations of theĉ mode. In a realistic experiment its divergence in time would be eliminated due to the necessarily finite measurement bandwidth
28 . An better choice to extract the correlation is:
The noise cross-correlation G
x,noise (t, t + τ ) is taken between the noise sources on both channels and is intuitively and experimentally (Fig. 14) much smaller than G (1) c,noise (t, t + τ ). Moreover, the delta function does not emerge, sincê c andd commute. The extraction of G (1) (t, t + τ ) is a simple matter of measuring Γ (1) cross (t, t + τ ) with the sample in the "On" and "Off" state and then subtracting the results. For the sake of completeness we have carried the quantum treatment of the field to the very end of the measurement chain. In practice, in particular in the absence of a quantum limited amplifier, a classical treatment is sufficient. Nevertheless, even disregarding the delta function, if the noise-subtraction was performed in the case of the direct measurement, the much larger noise correlations would make the extraction very sensitive to any change between the "On" and "Off" measurements. In a similar manner, one can define several combinations of complex envelopes to obtain the second order correlation function, and again, some will include delta functions and direct noise correlations, while others will not. A choice falling into the latter category is:
x,noise (t + τ, t + τ )
x,noise (t + τ, t) + G
x,noise (t, t + τ ) (17) Again, the noise cross-correlation G
x,noise (t, t + τ ) is the only term that remains when the sample is not active. All the other noise terms are known from the determination of G (1) (t, t + τ ) and can be subtracted off to find the correlation G (2) (t, t + τ ). This measurement is fully self-calibrated without the need to know the gain and noise temperature of the measurement chain.
IV. MEASUREMENT SETUP
A schematic representation of the entire measurement chain is given in Fig. 12 . Only elements inside the dilution refrigerator are described in detail. On the right side, the temperatures of the different stages are marked. The setup can be divided into the following parts:
1. Sample -The sample under test as described in the previous sections, with two RF outputs and two inputs for the DC voltage bias and the flux (current) bias.
2. RF side -The high frequency branch of the chain includes everything beyond the two RF ports.
(a) Calibration -The blue rectangle highlights a Radiall (R591-763-600) six way switch on each channel. We can connect its output either to the sample or to two other options used for calibration. More detail is given in section IV A 2. (c) Amplification and measurement -The remaining green section of the chain starts at the cold amplifiers mounted on the 4 K stage and ends at the analog to digital converter (ADC) of our measurement computer. It is described in section IV A.
DC side -
(a) Diplexer -A Marki DPXN-M50 diplexer connecting the sample DC port to the rest of the voltage bias setup at frequencies below its cross-over frequency (50 MHz) and to a cold 50 Ω termination above.
(b) Transformer and amplifier -The current passing through the sample is measured via the voltage drop it causes over a 20 Ω cold resistor. A CMR-direct low temperature transformer (LTT-h) with a winding ratio of 30 : 1 is used to amplify the voltage across the measurement resistor and up-convert its impedance for better matching with the input impedance of the Celians (EPC1-B) amplifier. The latter has a variable gain (40 dB, 60 dB or 80 dB) and a voltage noise of ≈ 0.7 nV √ Hz −1 . It is connected to the transformer by a Thermocoax cable. The shield of the cable is connected to ground on the base-stage and to the inverted input of the amplifier at 300 K to avoid ground loops. The amplifier is followed by a Measurement Computing (USB-1608GX-2AO) analog to digital converter, with a maximum sampling frequency of 500 kHz. The transformer is housed inside a homemade filter-box including several stages of 10 kΩ resistors, 100 pF feed-through capacitances and another homemade transformer (a twisted pair wound around a ferrite bead) with a 1 : 1 winding ratio, which provides additional filtering of the common mode. The entire system acts as a bandpass filter between 300 Hz and 11 kHz and is optimized for lock-in measurements at a frequency of ≈ 1 kHz. All resistive elements are NiCr resistors (Sumusu RR1220P-XXX-D) and have been tested at 4 K displaying a maximal change in their values of < 2 %. This element was only present during the measurement of the resistance of the RC-circuit.
(c) Calibration -The blue rectangle highlights a two position switch (Radiall R 572 F33 000) allowing us to connect the DC measurement to a 5 kΩ resistor (Susumu RR1220P, change at 4 K < 1 %) to ground. This allows us to calibrate the current measurement. Like the preceding component it was not present during most measurements.
(d) Bias box -The orange square represents the base temperature part of a filtered voltage divider housed in a thermalized copper box. Its input is grounded through two parallel 50 Ω resistors, followed by a filtering stage (4 µF capacitor and silver epoxy filter).
(e) 4 K filter -Finally, the line is filtered at 4 K using a home-made element containing three series 10 kΩ resistors, with two 1 nF capacitances to ground between them. 
Flux bias line -
A. RF measurement setup
The main part of the high frequency measurement chain after the calibration stage and the isolators is indicated by the green box in Fig. 12 . In order to be able to reject all non-cross-correlated noise it has two independent channels 14, 28, 44 starting with the first amplification stage consisting of two Low Noise Factory cryogenic amplifiers (LNF-LNC4-8A) working in the band between 4 GHz and 8 GHz. They are mounted on 6 dB attenuators, which in turn are screwed directly on panel mount SMA connectors traversing the 4 K stage. The amplifiers themselves are thermalized to the stage with annealed copper brackets. Their gain and noise temperature are given as 44 dB and 2.2 K respectively. All RF base-stage connections as well as the lines leading up to room temperature from the cold amplifiers are semi-rigid cupronickel coaxial cables (Coax Co., Ltd SC-219/50-CN-CN), while the lines between the base-stage and the amplifiers are niobium titanium (SC-219/50-NbTi-NbTi). The first room temperature amplification stage uses Miteq (AMF-5F-04000800-07-10P) amplifiers with a gain of 50 dB and a noise temperature of ≈ 51 K. After some additional filtering (Microtronics BPI 17594, bandpass between 4.25 GHz and 7.75 GHz) the signal is down-converted using Marki (MM1-0312SS) mixers and a Rohde Schwarz SMF100A high frequency source as local oscillator, which is split on a AA-MCS power divider (AAMCS-PWD-2W-2G-18G-10W-Sf) to simultaneously act on both channels. Then, the down-converted signal is further amplified (1 Minicircuits ZRL-2150, gain: 25 dB and 3 times Minicircuits ZX60-V62+, gain: 15 dB) and filtered (Microtronics custom filter 1 GHz-2 GHz) before being digitized on an AlazarTech ATS9373 analog to digital converter (ADC) with two channels (2 GS s −1 and 12 bit).
1. Frequency down-conversion scheme The correlation functions measurement presented in Sec. III A relies crucially on having access to the time-resolved measurement record of the sample response in a bandwidth containing the entire resonator. Here we explain our particular sampling process. The signal is initially contained in a frequency band between approximately 4 GHz and 8 GHz, corresponding to the amplifier bandwidth. Using the mixing setup we can down-convert this to a wide range of frequencies. Due to the Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem, we can sample 1 GHz wide slices of this band. This can be done in the first Nyquist band going from 0 Hz to 1 GHz or in the second Nyquist band from 1 GHz to 2 GHz. In both cases, the other band has to be filtered out to avoid aliasing. Figure 13a shows an example of a situation where both positive and negative bands contribute to the measurement. Here the signal (shown in red) is down-converted to the position on the frequency axis indicated by the light red shape. Parts of it lie in either band and, since the ADC does not distinguish between positive and negative frequencies, are simply summed up in the final measurement result. This effect renders data extraction difficult and doubles the amplifier noise. Figure 13b shows a much more favorable situation. The signal is mixed down with an LO frequency of about 7.5 GHz and doesn't fall into the positive Nyquist band anymore. The sampled slice corresponds directly to the original signal between 5.5 GHz and 6.5 GHz, which is centered on the emission frequency the device discussed in this work. In a similar way we can use different local oscillator (LO) frequencies to directly and unambiguously sample the entire bandwidth of our cold amplifiers. Note that this would not be possible, if we were using the first Nyquist band. Then, the effect shown in Fig. 13a could not be avoided for some parts of the signal range. To obtain a complete map of the PSD in the 4 GHz to 8 GHz range we use the following set of LO frequencies: 3.3 GHz, 3.9 GHz, 4.2 GHz, 4.5 GHz, 7.5 GHz, 7.8 GHz, 8.1 GHz, 8.7 GHz and 9.0 GHz.
Calibration
Even though all correlation function measurements are self calibrated because of the normalization and noise subtraction discussed in section III A, we still have to calibrate the power spectral density emitted by our sample in units of photons. To do so we need to know the gain and noise temperature of our output lines. The calibration part of the RF setup is indicated by the two blue boxes on the high frequency branch in Fig. 12 . On each channel it consists of a 6-port switch (Radiall R591763600) connecting the input of the amplifiers to either the sample or the two calibration references. They are two 50 Ω loads, thermally isolated from the switch with short NbTi coax lines and thermalized at base temperature and at the still respectively.
The noise power spectral density coming from a 50 Ω load on a matched line at temperature T is
The total signal after amplification is:
Here g is the amplifier gain and T N is the combined effective noise temperature of the amplifier and the cables leading up to it from the 50 Ω load. At base temperature (T base ≈ 15 mK), S (in) (T ) ≈ 1 2 hf , i.e. almost independent of temperature, so that accurate knowledge of the temperature of the cold loads is not essential. At the still temperature (T still ≈ 0.9 K), however, the emitted noise is S (in) (T ) ≈ k B , almost proportional to temperature. Therefore, we track the temperature of the loads at still temperature with a dedicated germanium thermometer mounted on the Copper bracket used to thermalize the loads.
By measuring the signal when switched to the still load (S (out) still ) as well as the signal coming from the base stage load (S (out) base ), we can extract both gain and noise temperature:
Since our measurement is spectrally resolved, this can be done for each frequency point and of course for each local oscillator on both channels thus fully calibrating the system. Figure 14 shows the result of a typical gain calibration. Different colors represent different local oscillators used for the measurement shown in the main text. The lowest curve in the bottom panel shows the cross noise between both channels when they are connected to the loads anchored to base temperature. It is 0 within the uncertainty of our measurement. The black curve just above shows the cross noise when both channels are instead connected to the sample without any voltage bias applied to it. This correlated noise is non-zero even in the absence of photons emitted by the sample or sent down to the sample by the amplifiers. This is due to the fact that the amplifier input modes do not commute when the sample partially transmits between the two RF ports. This is the cause because our on-chip beamsplitter lacks a dedicated fourth port, causing partial transmission between channels away from resonance (see Figure 10 ).
Drift compensation for on-off measurements
This calibration scheme involves commuting the switches fixed to the base stage of our dilution refrigerator and cannot be repeated too often to avoid heating. In between calibrations the gain of the amplification chain and phase delay may drift, mainly due to temperature fluctuations. To compensate for these drifts we use the fact that in all measurements (PSD, g (1) and g (2) ) presented in this article we periodically turn the bias voltage on and off, with a period of the order of 1 second. We do so in order to be able to remove all unwanted cross-correlation terms not due to the signal emitted by the sample. In the "off" part of the cycle when the sample does not emit photons, we continuously measure the noise of each amplification chain. This noise is dominated by the HEMT noise which is very Measured frequency f (GHz) insensitive to the actual physical temperature of the amplifier and therefore provides a more stable reference than the gain of the full chain containing many active components. We therefore renormalize the gain as follows:
In this expression S off is the measured signal when the sample is switched off, averaged over several cycles. Thus, we can account for slow drifts in the gain of the entire chain.
Additional drift compensation for G (2) measurements
The correlation function measurements performed according to Eqs. (16) and (17) are complex valued with a trivial complex phase given by difference in phase of the amplitude gain of the two amplification chains. These measurements often last several days and in order to average them correctly, any phase drift must be removed prior to averaging.
To do so, we use the fact that the G (1) measurement has several orders of magnitude lower statistical noise than the G (2) measurement, so that any changes in G (1) averaged over several minutes are due to slow drifts. Fig. 15 shows such a measurement. Each group of blue dots corresponds to a specific τ , with each point representing an averaged measurement. The group of points with the largest magnitude corresponds to τ = 0. We first compensate for magnitude drifts as described above and then shift the phase of the G (1) measurements by δ i + 2π∆f i t by fitting to the points at τ = −1 ns 0, 1 ns for each averaged measurement, indexed by i. δ i accounts for drifts in the gain phase, ∆f i is the difference between demodulation frequency and resonator frequency. After applying these compensations for magnitude and phase drift we obtain the averaged G (1) curve marked by orange crosses which aligns perfectly on the real axis. 
B. Numerical signal processing
Signals are bandpass filtered between 1 GHz and 2 GHz and recorded by an AlazarTech ATS9373 digitizer on 2 channels at a rate of 2 GSamples/s and a resolution of 12 bits. This data is streamed to PC memory and analyzed in real time on 16 CPU cores working in parallel. First we subtract from each channel the data recorded on the other channel convoluted with an appropriate finite impulse response filter in order to reduce crosstalk occurring on the card by approximately 15 dB.
Power spectral density measurements
Power spectral density calculations are performed by calculating fast Fourier transforms f c,i and f d,i of the data in channel c and d for each block of data i. We then calculate the power spectral densities PSD kl = i f * k,i f l,i . PSD cc and PSD dd are the power spectral densities of channels c and d, respectively. PSD cd is the cross power spectral density. As all signals are broadband, we do not apply any windowing in order to get the best signal to noise ratio.
Correlation function measurements
The correlation functions G (1) and G (2) are calculated from complex amplitudes S c and S d according to Eqs. (16) and (17) . We describe here how these envelopes are calculated and how G (1) and G (2) are computed numerically. At the output of the amplification chain we have voltage signals V (t) centered around a frequency resonator frequency f 0 . For the g (1) and g (2) we need the complex time-dependent envelope S r (t) of this signal:
We down-convert this signal with a local oscillator at f LO .
Where is the bandpass filter matching the 2nd Nyquist band of our digitizer from 1 2∆T to 2 1 ∆T with ∆T = 500 ps the sampling interval of our digitizer. We choose the local oscillator frequency such that the down converted signal is at the center of our filter, i.e.
The sampled voltages V n = V IF (n∆T ) are
(n even)
with R m = S n r(2m∆t) and I m = S((2m + 1)∆t). We then apply a finite impulse response filter kernel k to the R m quadrature and the time-reversed kernel k − to the I m quadrature to address the following issues:
1. The real and imaginary part of the envelope are not measured at the same time: S at even n and S at odd n, i.e. they are shifted by one sampling interval ∆T . The center of the kernel is at ∆T /2 so that the filtered quadratures are centered at the same time.
2. The bandpass filter has a time response close to a sinus cardinalis, i.e. has a lot of ringing which can lead to counter-intuitive long-time correlations features. The finite impulse response filter smoothes this response.
3. The filter is slightly wider than our resonator and therefore accepts unnecessary amplifier noise, degrading signal to noise ratio and dramatically increasing data acquisition times. The finite impulse response filter closely matches the resonator bandwidth.
This computation is performed for both channels and by combining the quadratures we then obtain the desired complex envelopes S c,m and S d,m sampled at m + −1 is applied in order to account for reducing overlap in the finite convolution product with increasing τ .
V. INDEPENDENT MEASUREMENT OF THE DARK REGION IN FIG. 2C
We have performed a complementary measurement of the dark region in Fig. 2c of the main text by measuring the flux-and voltage bias dependent transmission through the two RF ports of the sample with a vector network analyzer (VNA). This was done by sending the stimulus to the sample via the circulator of one of the amplifier chains (visible on the left side of Fig. 12 ) and then measuring the amplified response on the other channel.
As discussed in section II, we expect the two RF ports to be decoupled on resonance, where the last λ/4 element between the node at point C and the SQUID acts as a stub 45 . Figure 16a gives a schematic representation. It only shows the parts of the on-chip beamsplitter and bias tee relevant to this measurement. The horizontal section corresponds to the two arms going down at 45
• angles in Fig. 7 coupling point C to the RF ports. At the resonance frequency of the device the stub decouples the two RF ports leading to an anti-resonance dip in the transmission measurement (Fig. 10) . From Fig. 16a we can see that the SQUID is at the open end of the resonator, where the voltage is at its maximum, while the current is zero. This means that it is situated at the point of maximum impedance on resonance. This resonant circuit can be modeled by a series LC-circuit, since it produces a dip in the measured signal. The inductance coming from the SQUID shunts the effective capacitance to ground as shown in Fig. 16b . Here, we neglect the impedance coming from the RC-circuit because we suppose the junction impedance to dominate. The anti-resonance in the measurement occurs at the frequency where the total impedance to ground of this effective circuit is zero: Here, C eff and L eff are the effective capacitance and inductance of the resonator and L SQUID is the tunable inductance of the SQUID, which (in the balanced case) is given by
In this expression I c is the critical current of the SQUID at, Φ is the external applied flux and Φ 0 is the flux quantum. 
VI. RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT
The current through the sample as a function of bias voltage is independently measured (see Sec. IV). The result is given in Fig. 18 . Each curve is taken at a different flux bias, going from nearly full frustration (smallest current) to minimum frustration (largest current). The slope of the current branch directly gives the resistance in series with the SQUID, which is entirely dominated by the resistor of the RC-circuit. From these curves we extract a value of 32.1 kΩ. Moreover, the measured curves show good agreement with the data presented in Sec. V.
VII. EXTRACTION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS USING P(E)-THEORY
The rate at which Cooper pairs inelastically tunnel through a voltage biased Josephson junction (or equivalently a voltage biased SQUID acting as an effective junction with an adjustable critical current) can be computed with Fermi's Golden Rule considering the junction as a perturbation to the modes of its electromagnetic environment. The result depends on correlations between the phase fluctuations at the junction, which are related to the real part of the environmental impedance seen by the junction via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. An overview of this calculation (called P(E)-theory) is given in reference 18 . The expression for the Cooper pair tunneling rate into the direction of the voltage bias is given in Eq. 2 of the main text. It depends on the function P (hν J ) giving the probability density for a Cooper pair to tunnel through the junction while dissipating its energy hν J into the environment. Here, ν J = 2eV b /h, the energy given to the Cooper pair by the Measured frequency f (GHz) Figure 17 . Frequency of the anti-resonance in a VNA transmission measurement between the two RF ports of the sample as a function of flux in units of flux quanta Φ0 and voltage bias. Where the SQUID is on its current branch and has a finite contribution to the inductance of the stub shown in Fig. 16 the frequency becomes flux-tunable. The white dotted curve is a function | cos(πΦ/Φ0)|, rescaled so its apex matches the top of this region. Outside of the boundary the SQUID is on the voltage branch and the the frequency of the anti-resonance does not depend on flux. voltage bias expressed in frequency units. To simplify the notation we rewrite P (ν J ) = hP (hν J ). This function obeys the following normalization and detailed balance relations:
P (−ν J ) = e −βhνJ P (ν J )
Here, β = 1/(k B T ), with k B the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature of the electromagnetic environment. The second equation signifies that P(−ν J ) vanishes at zero temperature. This happens, because at negative energies the Cooper pairs have to tunnel against the voltage bias, thus drawing their energy from the thermal excitations of the electromagnetic environment. At finite temperatures P (ν J ) is given by the integral equation 14, 18, 46 : Negative values on the abscissa correspond to thermally activated tunneling against the voltage bias. The blue dots are extracted from the data with no assumption on the environmental impedance and the orange line is a fit of the data based on our impedance model (see Fig. 1a ).
Eq. 37 can be regrouped and integrated over frequency to give
where the integration is performed over a frequency span entirely containing the resonator. Through identification of these two equations we obtain an expression for the critical current depending only on known quantities and fundamental constants:
Finally, we can extract the impedance seen by the voltage biased SQUID (shown in Fig. 2c of the main text) using Eq. 37:
From the photon rate density shown in Fig. 2a of the main article we find an effective temperature of 20.9 mK and a critical current of 0.82 nA. To verify out approach we now introduce a realistic circuit model based on the sketch given in Fig.1a of the main text. It consists of the RC-element with resistance R = 32.1 kΩ (measured independently) and capacitance C (with a parasitic inductance L p in series with the capacitance; see Fig 1) as well as a stepped transmission line resonator with characteristic impedances Z 0 and Z 1 . We perform a fit of the photon rate density using this impedance model with C, L p , Z 0 , Z 1 , T and I c as free parameters. We find the values Z 0 = 110 Ω, Z 1 = 22 Ω, C = 53 fF, L p = 53 pH, I c = 0.85 nA and T ≈ 21 mK in good agreement with our earlier analysis. The impedance Z 0 of the transmission line section close to the SQUID is lower than its design value, which could be explained by the influence of the SQUID capacitance. The shape of Z R (f ) given by our circuit model for these values is plotted in Fig. 2c of the main text and reproduces the extracted curve up to impedance modulations likely due to spurious reflections in our output lines, which are not part of our model. The P (hν J )-function found by this fit is plotted in Fig. 19 .
